OUR PARTNERS
Tegan Lighting specializes in designing and engineering
technological advancements in modular LED lighting.
We search the world over to partner with cutting edge,
talented firms to offer the latest design trends.
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TEGAN LIGHTING PARTNERS WITH INNOVATIVE INTERNATIONAL COMPANY
THE BELGIAN COMPANY BUZZISPACE
WAS ESTABLISHED IN 2007

MAKING DAY-TO-DAY LIFE BETTER
IN EVERY WAY

The brand’s designs became a worldwide hit almost

Tegan Lighting has team up with BUZZISPACE to combine

immediately, as they responded to the global need to

aesthetics and noise reduction, thanks to the sound-

bring silence and style to commercial spaces. BUZZISPACE

absorbing eco-felt used in the designs, making day-

designs can be used to improve environments worldwide:

to-day life better in every way. Tegan Lighting offers

offices, houses and other collaborative spaces are

their exclusive, high output Kore Ambient LED Pendant

becoming increasingly compact and we are opting more

technology with a variety of BUZZI shades for commercial

frequently for open-plan spaces.

and hospitality applications.

“THINK GLOBAL, ACT GLOBAL...
...BUZZISPACE is an internationally oriented company active on every continent.”
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THE STUDIO — Tel-Aviv, Israel
As an award-winning product designer, Ariel Zuckerman’s
products have been displayed in exhibitions, museums,
galleries and publications around the world. Ariel has
developed a wide range of furniture and other products,
among which are modular Joinery systems that create a
variety of furniture for home and office environments, multifunction modular and other display systems for L’Oreal and
Office Depot, and DIY outdoor and indoor storage solutions
for the North American and European markets as a designer

The Knitted Collection is now available with Tegan
Lighting’s Mini-Kore 24VDC LED Pendant for Trac
Systems and Monopoints in 6” and 9” diameter in three
standard colors. It will be available in larger sizes in the
near future. Contact Tegan Lighting for custom colors
and scales.

for Keter, a world leader in consumer plastics. In 2010 Ariel
started his own studio, specializing in consumer products,
furniture and lighting. In 2013 he was an Israel Design
Award finalist and won an Excellence Scholarship at the

“The Knitted design is a series of lightings that
combines LED technology with tradition. Knitting

Fresh Paint Art Fair. Most recently, he has designed unique

acrylic threads in fixed patterns with wool crochet,

lighting fixture collections and has entered into an exclusive

creates a three-dimensional sheet of fabric which

partnership with Tegan Lighting to bring his “Knitted” design

serves as a lighting fixture.

to North America.
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LANDSCAPE INSPIRED
Vibrant color and high contrast are the hallmarks of Rowan

Tegan Lighting offers their exclusive, high output Kore

Chase shades. His works, primarily landscapes and fluid

Ambient LED Pendant technology with Rowan shades

abstracts, are informed by the undulating hillsides, broad

for commercial and hospitality applications. Each Rowan

ocean vistas and wild beauty of his home on California’s

Shade pendant is handmade by the artist and features

Central Coast.

designs from his portfolio printed on 100% cotton velvet

A resident of the area for more than 40 years, Chase was
raised in a household that encouraged an appreciation of
its natural surroundings. There was freedom to sleep under
the stars, build forts and explore caves on the family’s
sprawling acreage. Tools were available for fabrication and

watercolor paper. Focused on both aesthetics and function,
the pieces are backed by a protective liner and mounted
on white powder-coated lampshade rings for easy cleaning.
Additionally, they are sealed with a UV-blocking matte
urethane to ensure color saturation and durability.

invention, and it was during this period of exploration and
experimentation that the foundation was laid for Chase’s
artistic pursuits.
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